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Nuance’s Dragon Mobile Assistant Debuts Voice Biometric
Technology
Dragon Mobile Assistant Introduces Nuance Voiceprint, the Next Level of Personalization

Burlington, Mass. – April 1, 2014 – Nuance Communications, Inc. (NASDAQ: NUAN) today announced that its
Dragon Mobile Assistant app, available free to consumers on Android, now features Nuance Voiceprint biometric
technology as well as an enhanced web experience and full landscape support. The intelligent, hands-free
experience of Dragon Mobile Assistant just got even smarter – and much more personal.

Dragon Mobile Assistant already offers a unique and comprehensive suite of proactive features that keep users
organized, productive and connected. Now, with voice biometric technology, users can use their individual
voiceprint so Dragon Mobile Assistant recognizes and responds to them – and only them – providing a truly
personal experience. Further, mobile device users can use their voice to awaken their device and give it a
command in one shot, even if Dragon Mobile Assistant is only in the background, or the phone is locked or
asleep.

In addition, Dragon Mobile Assistant now supports landscape mode. Users can now dock their device in
landscape mode and interact hands-free, enhancing the Driver Mode experience. Also, the new, in-app browser
experience is faster and renders more content, more efficiently. Users can even share web results with others
directly from the screen.

To download Dragon Mobile Assistant, visit Google play.

Nuance’s voice biometric technology is already in use by many of the world’s largest financial and
telecommunications organizations globally, as well as within mobile virtual assistant applications. Also, at the
2014 Consumer Electronics’ Show, Nuance announced that its Dragon TV platform now includes voice
biometrics for TVs, set-top boxes and second screen applications, creating an even more personalized TV
experience through voice.

“When designing Dragon Mobile Assistant, we decided that there were a few items we could not live without,”
said Michael Thompson, executive vice president and general manager, Nuance Mobile. “Among those at the
top of this list are personalization and security. With that in mind, we created the latest version of Dragon
Mobile Assistant featuring Nuance Voiceprint – putting intelligence and simplicity at the forefront of the user
experience.”

Availability

Dragon Mobile Assistant leverages Nuance’s renowned voice, language understanding, ambient intelligence and
expressive text-to-speech to deliver a smarter personal assistant that listens, interprets and delivers a more
intuitive and connected experience. Dragon Mobile Assistant is available for free in English on Google Play in the
US, supporting Android 2.3 and above.

To download Dragon Mobile Assistant, visit Google play.

Dragon Mobile Assistant is a part of Nuance’s portfolio of voice, touch and natural language understanding
innovations that are defining a new generation of intelligent systems and personal assistant technologies, which
include Dragon NaturallySpeaking, Dragon Dictate for Mac, Dragon Assistant for Intel-inspired Ultrabooks,
Dragon Dictation, Dragon Go!, Dragon Drive, Dragon TV, Dragon ID, Dragon Voicemail to Text, and Swype. With

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nuance.balerion
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nuance.balerion
https://www.nuance.com/mobile/mobile-applications/dragon-tv.html
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nuance.balerion


Nuance technology, people experience more humanized interactions with the world’s best phones, tablets,
computers, cars, TVs, apps and services from leading manufacturers and operators.

To learn more about Dragon Mobile Assistant, visit here, or join the conversation on
Twitter: @NuanceMobile and @NuanceInc.

About Nuance Communications, Inc

Nuance Communications, Inc. is a leading provider of voice and language solutions for businesses and
consumers around the world. Its technologies, applications and services make the user experience more
compelling by transforming the way people interact with devices and systems. Every day, millions of users and
thousands of businesses experience Nuance’s proven applications. For more information, please
visit www.nuance.com.

Nuance, Dragon, and the Nuance logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Nuance Communications, Inc.
or its subsidiaries in the United States of America and/or other countries. All other company names or product
names may be the trademarks of their respective owners.
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